GENERAL COMMENTS
The paper with the title "Integrated management of type 2 diabetes and gestational diabetes within multi-morbidity conditions in Africa: A systematic review protocol" describes the protocol for the systematic review. The protocol is well described, and appropriate methods are used. The research questions are well designed. There are only a few comments and proposed corrections from my point of view: -Page 10/27, line 47: "Studies will all…" typing mistake -The first paragraph on page 14/27 describes the reviewing process step 1 and 2. Both steps should be performed separately by both reviewers. After each step the agreement between the reviewers should be calculated and reported. The reasons for exclusion of each article in every step has to be reported in the separate table.
-The reason for choosing EPHPP over much newer tool CCRBT should be stated.
-How will the authors manage the duplicates of the studies found using different libraries? -How will the authors manage articles that are not freely accessible? -The information at page 13/27, last paragraph is repeated from the first paragraph on the same page.
-The agreement between the reviewers has to be reported at each step of PRISMA.
-Consider the limitations of this systematic review. 
REVIEWER

GENERAL COMMENTS
The authors responded to all of my comments satisfactorily. I only recommend a few minor changes: -The first sentence in Methods section should be rewritten: replace "that provides" with "provides".
-Please conclude the following sentence under subsection Search strategy for the identification of relevant studies: "The following databases Cochrane Library, MEDLINE, PubMed and SCOPUS. " -Exclude the following part of the sentence "describing the population, intervention, comparator and outcome" from the last sentence of the subsection Search strategy for the identification of relevant studies.
-The dates of the study should be included in the manuscript.
REVIEWER
Petra Klanjsek
Faculty of Health Sciences, University of Maribor REVIEW RETURNED 07-Oct-2018
GENERAL COMMENTS
Dear authors. The manuscript has been revised properly and has improved. Thank to authors for amending the protocol! It looks more sophisticated now. I wish you all the best with conducting your study.
VERSION 2 -AUTHOR RESPONSE
Both steps should be performed separately by both reviewers. After each step the agreement between the reviewers should be calculated and reported. The reasons for exclusion of each article in every step has to be reported in the separate table.
We agree with the reviewer and it has been amended as suggested and the text is changed as follows: both steps will be conducted independently....
The reason for choosing EPHPP over much newer tool CCRBT should be stated
We agree and decided to use the newer tool How will the authors manage the duplicates of the studies found using different libraries?
We will crossmatch and keep the updated version How will the authors manage articles that are not freely accessible?
